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CHAPTER I
L'iTRODUCTION
.

.

There are two lilajor purposes of this study.
provide faculty, administrators, and advisory
t·
I

connnitte~s

of the Human

Services program at Clackamas Community College (CCC) with infot"Clation
for use in

!.

One purpose is to

to fulfill.

recruitmen~

and

curr~culum

practicum credit

planning.

requiremen~s

The other purpose is.

of the Master of Social Work

prograr.t at Portland State University. . .
I.
I

The four chapters of this practicum· cover background information
about Associate of Arts

(~.A)

programs and CCC,·the review of the .

literature, the empirical research, and implications of the study for
the CCC Htlrlan Services Departaent.
The literature revie':-1 first discusses definitions and
of huoan services, social work, and social work education.

re~ationships

Two curri-

culun nodels, the general and vocational, are then described.

These

Models have im?lications for subsequent discussion of career mobility
.and curriculum

develop~ent.

Enpirical re3earch is described in the third chapter, and findings
ar~

analyzed in the fourth.

A questionnaire was used to collect d·ata

fron students on their characteristics, goals at entry to CCC, and
progran ratings.

Comput~r

tallies, factor_ analysis,· cross-tabulation,

anrl correlation on questionnaire responses are discussed and.presented
for use in

pro~ram

planning.

2

The final section of Chapter IV focuses on the issue of mobility and
the

~~plications

CCC

Hu~an

of the literature and the empirical findings for the

Services Department.

HISTORY OF

Rtr.-!A~l

SERVICES AA DEGREE PROGRAMS

HuI:lBn Services progra..~s·offering AA degrees are a recent develop~ey

t::ent.

.

began in the 1960s with an increasing number of students

enrolling in co!'lT!lunity colleges and a concurrent· inc~ease of interest· in

the human services

Ci.:\S~-1,

1977: 295)..

Joan Swift (1971: 8) lists five

factors that contributed to the grot1th of these programs:

1.

eA1>ansion of connunity colleges

2.

the ~far on .P~verty' s .utilization of· indigenous workers--this

•

led to use of cor.tnunity college human services programs for
up!grading skills and widening
:··;

indigenous

of the

~orkers

3.

use of education to create opportunities for the poor

4.

use of assistants and auxiliaries to pro.fessionals became

nore

s.

~opular.

recognition

o~ un~et needs--perha~s

Hu;:ian Services AA. d~gree

bers,.

educational.b~ckgrounds

'

the most important factor

programs grew rapidly in .size and in num-

Brawley and Schindlei- (1972: .51) report that from a survey of 144

co~unity colle~es,.

only two offered social service programs _in 1965-66.

By 1971, 72 of the colle~es offered such programs.

.iation of Social

~.:orkers

e~AS•·Y)

The National Assoc-

(1977: 1062) reports that Human Services

:\..\ !)rogra:s in the t:nite<l· States were inttoduced in· the ·1960s and grew

to over 130 in number by 1972.·. At present (1977), 30,000 stu4ents are
estinated to be engage<! ·in

Hu~an

Services AA

pro~rams.

1

'

CLACti.'iAS

,3
.

CO~ITY

COLLEGE

! .

i

ColleP.e Historv
The history of CCC is given in the Clackamas Community College
.

.

Catalog (1977) as follows:
As early as.1962 interested citizens formed a committee to
promote the formation of a community college in Clackamas
County. On May 24, 1966:t voters in the district approved
the organization of Clackaaas Community College. Evening
classes began Septel!lber·26, 1966, in Glad~tone High School.

During· the school year 1966~67 Clackamas Community College
assumed responsibility for operation of ~ vocational school
which had long been part of the Oregon City School District
program. The college also assumed·responsibility during
1966-67 for the adult education programs previously operated
by high schools in· the area. ~Since~that~time..a~comprehensive
progrm:a has been developed which indluded college transfer
and voca-tional progrC!S as well as rap~dly growing community
education offerings.
4

During the summer of 1967 relocatable buildings were erected
on a site in Oregon. City. The first full-time day operation
of the college was_ housed in these buildings.

a

In Feb,rtiary 1968. persanent site was selected,° about one
mile so~heast of Oregon City, and later that spring the
voters. a'.Pproved the first construction bond. By the end of
1974, four major buildings had been completed.
In December 1971· Clackamas Corrnunity College received
full accreditation by the. Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools. Full accreditation means that all
other colleges, and iniversities recognize Clackamas'·· ·
excellent faculty. sound educational programs, and adequate
buildings.
The College District serves all of Clackamas County except
Lake Oswego and Sandy High School districts, and include~ .
eleven high schools: ·Milwaukie, Rex Putnam, Clackamas,
Oregon City, West Linn, Gladstone, Canby~ LaSalle, Estacada,
nolalla and Colton ...
~urrent

Descrl-ption

o~.

C_ollege

The "Handicapped Resource Center Project" (1977), a grant for a

-l ......

4

new college project, bas this. description of CCC:

ClackaMas Cor.:munity College is a two-year educational
institution which provides a broad spectrum of courses
and services to a diverse community. The college district,
which is largely rural, encompasses all Clackamas County,
Oregon (popµlation 202,900) ·with the exception of Lake
Oswego and-Sandy Union High School Districts. The college
is part of the Portland Metropolitan District.
·! .
It.shares borders With Multnomah County, Washington. County,
arid the City of Portland, The college offers tra~sfer
curricula, occupational curricula, adult basic education~
occupational supplementary programs, c0t:mtunity education,
and a wide variety of community service programs. .The.
student enrollment in all pro.gr4ms. combined w~s 7,209 during
Fall terr.t 1976.. Ancillary student services such as career
counseling, financial aid assistance_, learning resources
center, .job placeme~t, etc., are available.
History of the Human Services Department at CCC

The Long Term Care Adcinistration (LTCA) curriculum was initiated in
. the fall. of 1975.
'·

i

l

tw-o curricula were

The· Aging curricul\lm also began at that time.
comb~~ed

These

with t11e existing Developmental Disabilities

(DD) prograrn to form the Department of Human Services

in

1975.

The Human Services Depnrt~ent now has ~hree vocational qurric~la:
1) DD,

2) Aging, and l) Cornr.iunity Leadership-and Administration (CLA).

LTCA is suspended

thi~,year.

DD was the first of these curricula to be taught at CCC.

It began

in 1971 as parent training in infant stimulation with funding from the·
~iational

Institute of

~!ental

Health.

The college has assumed partial

responsibilty for funding and the curriculum now prepares students to·
provide

~ducational sei:Y~ces

their parents.

('~Curri~.u.lur.i

to handicapped infants, young children and
Information for Devel_opr.iental Disabilities",·

n.d.)
The

Hu~an

Services .Aging curriculum

ha~

its roots in the federally

funded Senio·r Involvet!:ent Project -which began in 1973.

The

coll~ge

.. l

5
sponsored this project in 1974 and

~as

a two-year Ar\ degree program in Aging.

_since expanded the project
("Curriculur:i

Inforrnatio~

int~

for·

Aging Services". , n. d.)
The HW'l'.an Services

LTCA curriculum began in 1975 as a pilot

project fermulated in conjunction.with 'the Nursing Home

Administrato~s

.

Board of Exal!liners.

The Board

~f

.

Examiners has recently decided to

..

require one year of cot::l!!Wlity college training to qualify for licensing
as a nursing home adt!l:lnistrator.

The two-year pilot project

h~s

there-

fore been suspended thi~ fall: (i97J), and will be replaced With a one~

year progra.'!I beginning next fall (1978). · ("Curriculum

!~formation

for

The purpose for this curriculum is to prepare students for work

as licensed

~ursing Ho~

Adcinistrators in Oregon, and to provide ad-

vancement ·OP,portunities for those currently employed in this field.
Human Services ~o;ounity Leadership and Administration ~s the~most
.

.

recent curriculU!!l to be introduced in the Human Services Deparbnent. ·.
It

be~an

in

Septe~ber,

1976.. The

purpo~e

of this curriculum is to extend

nanap,erial. conmunity relations and administrative skills of individuals
enpioyed tn·public and private agencies, and to provlde an opportunity

to learn these skills for those wishing .to enter this employment area.
(Clackaoas Community Coilege Catalog, ~9.77: .31)
'

.

)

,

:

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE:·
· HUMA.i.~ SERVICES AA DEGREE PROGRA.."'tS ·

This chapter reports the findings
hu~n services AA

progra~s~

of

..
a literature ·search on

The first section of fer~ backgroQnd to

this subject ~y discussing .definitions o.f human services, the relation..

.

ship of.human services to social work and the relationship of AA degree
programs to social work education.
Two curriculum
AA

programs:

model~

dominate the literature. on hunan services

the general and· the

vocat~onal.

These models are des-

cribed in the second section and they are important in understanding
the material in each subsequent section of this

chapte~.

Offering opportunities for upward mobility has been a major CQDcern of cor:rnunity college programs.

The New Careers

move~ent

aspired

to develop such opport?nities for nonprofessional human services ~orkers,
but has

fal~en

short of its goals.

inportance of upward

~obility

The third section discusses the

as expressed by new careers proponents

and reviews the implications of the two curriculum models for such
mobility.
Curriculut:! developr.!ent and curriculum conten·t are the last areas
·of the literature discussed.

The final section utilizes ideas from

the review of the literature to ~~ke recommendations for the human
services program at CCC •.

7
HUMA."'i SERVICES, SOCIAL lo:ORK AND SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION

The Associate of Arts

Degree.i~

a two-year

d~gree

granted by com-

munity and junior colleges •. The AA degree is granted in "human services".

I
I
I

for

comp~etion

of a vi.de variety of curricula that vary from institution

to institution.
services,

This section vill discuss: . 1) definitions of human

2) the relationship of human serv~ces to social work, and

\

3)

-

the.r~lationship

of

.

~ot:mnlnity

collese

h~

services AA degree.

l

I
I

prograos to social work education.

l

. l

Definitions of Human Services
The "human services'' .have been ·given many ·different boundaries.·
The following

definiti~s

give a sense of

th~

variety of scope to which

this term can refer:

1.

Edvard Brawley (1975: 4) states:
i~

genet_rality,
occ~pa~ion

"At its highest level of

J''human services"] is

that can

rea~onably b~

use~

to refer to· any.

regarded as .providing a
I
'.J

1

serVice to people."

...j

1

2.

The definition of human services used by Martha Burns in
.

!
<'

.

a survey of hm:ian service programs in community colleges include "journalisa, hospitality, hotel.and restaurant work,
transportation, and fire science as well as the more usual

social welfare, education and mental health areas."
(Brawley, 1975: 4)
3.

Aurora Perales (1974:· 36) offers the following:

HuQan

.i

1

Services ref er
where people

~o

hel~

all those professional relationships
people •. Sometimes these services ·are

8

called helping services, and.they traditionally include:

health
4.

Jo~n

services,·m~ntal

Swift (1971: 8),

health services, education.

in her

study of

H~man...

Services

Programs and the COt?aunity College, solves the definition
: ·problem as

foll~s:

.

In

our discussion here, we shall be taking ~dvantage
of the m:ibiguity of the.term "human services" _to set
our own limitations. We shall be d;scussing.programs
which relate generally to the fields of social service,
education and direct care of individuals in non-medical
roles. Although no sharp line divides the health profes~
sio~s frot:1 t~ose ~ have accep~ed as "human s~e~yic.es."., ..·
for the purpose of ·our discussion we· shall limit our-· .
sel~es to programs that relate primarily to the behavioral sciences and related professions,' rather than
the biological sciences· and the medical profession.
5. .Brawley (1975: 4-5) states:
A curriculu~ guide for associate degree proRrams i~
the social sex-Vices recently issued by .the Chancellor's Office of the California Community College
.System defi~~s the "helping or human service pro~ess~ons" as "those professions whose major aims
attempt 1) ·'to.assist persons in their social and
psycholo~ica1 functioning; 2) to assist society in
·its mandate ·to give services to its people; and 3)
to set li~its or boundaries for behavior considered
barnful to society." (Social Services: A Sur,gested
Associate Degree Curriculum, n.d.) The human service areas considered in the guide include social
work, psychology, mental health, public health,
corrections, social and vocational rehabilitation,
recreation, '_child welfare·, and gerontology.
6.

For his study, Brawley

for~ulates

the following definition

(1975: 5) :

The ter.n "human services" is used here to.denote
the growth-promoting and rehabilitative services
that. are provided primarily thrqugh individuals
who cat7ry a ·facilita'tive role based upon in terper·sonal re~ationship skills. Thi~ definition inclµdes
such areas as social welfare, child care, mental
.
health, recreation and correct.ions. It corresponds
.closely to the definition used in the California
curriculun gu'ide. Education and health are excluded

. .•

9
b~cause the social w~rk profession has no
control and little influence over the way workers
are educated 'for or deploy~d in these two fields.

· • • •

This practiclC! has adopted Brawley's definition of human services
.I
because.of its clarity and ap~ropriate~ess to the area here ~dd~essI·

Three c,r\teria are itiportant. to. t~is effort that are met .by .. ·.

ed.

Brcr..,ley's definition:

1)

i't i~cludes the four curriculum areas of

the CCC Human Services Department - social welfare is taken to

_,

inclu~~
l

.

developmental disabilities end gerontology; 2). it .relate~ human ser..:... ·.

.

.

..

vices to the field of social work; and., 3) it excludes areas .not relevant to the CCC Hu~n.~ervices Department~. such· as educati~n, health
l

i.

care and joumalisn •. :'.· ·

I

Social welfare

in.~rcr-~ley's

definition seems

t~ apply_t~ ~~e_per~

son al social servi~es. · These .personal social serv~ce's are defined by

Alfred Kahn..'.-.and Sheila

child

~-elfare,

~~"'leman

(1976: 3) as

social services for the young

incl~ding:

an~

care for the handicapp7d, frail, and retard.ed,

"family and

the aged,·social

inf~n:iatio.n

and refer-

. ral. services, and co::nur,iity~ centers. ' 1 A broader definition Qf social.
'

I

welfare would include education, health, income maintenance, housing

and enployr.?ent and the

~ersonal

social services described above (Kahn:·

l.

·r

1976: 4).
Eu~an

Services and So;ial work

arawley has tied the human services ·to social work by definition.
~ocial

work

h~s

519) establishes

t~is

same relationship

He excludes areas where
~lorris (1~74:

lowing tuo definitions:.

llttle influence.
~ith

Robert
'the· fol-.

I

I.

10·
Soc~al work refe~s to all the interpersonal and social
tasks and the roles per~ormed by persons holding a
bachelor's or master's degree in social work.

The term hur.aan services covers several subsystems of

the social welfare system that employ social workers
in either a .dominant or.peripheral position •.

I

I·

I
l
I

Morris

is using a broad definition of "the

social welfare system" which

.
'
includes'the following in numan services subsystems:

"health.and.med-.

care, law and justice, education, income security and the rein-

I

i~al

I

forcement of personal growth and

f~mily

1974~

cohesiveness " (Morris,

519).
To sucmarize, hur:!an services is a broad term that can refer to any
occupation the provides a $ervice to people.

For this paper, a limited

definition has been chosen that relates the human services to social ."

work and includes the types of curricula offered in the Human Services
Department at CCC.
Ju\

Degree ·Prograr.is
and-Social Work Education
?
According to the Council of

So~ial

Work Education (1970: 11): ..

. The nature of the social services requires the utilization
of several levels of personnel, each performirtg speci·fic
tasks prepared fo~ by different levels of education:
master's degree social workers, graduates of four-year
colleges who have taken BA programs in social welfare, and·
technicians with'an associate degree.·

The DSll or PhD might be added to ·this list of

educati~nal

levels,

and.it should ·be noted that the NA~W now recognizes BA level programs

as professional social work preparation. ( Kadushin, 1976: 363).
tfnile the upper levels of education for social services £all with~
in the accre<;liting functiort of the

~SW~.,

Donald Feldstein (1Q68: 19) explains:
accreditation of progrinas is not
is that what is appropriate

the AA degree prograt'!!S

~o

not.

"For a number of reasons, formal

~esirable.

Perhaps the most

~mportant

in the cu.rriculum is ha:rdly well enough

I

j·

11

defined yet."
CS~·1E

Feldstein goes on to suggest a number of ways that the.

could help AA degree programs, including setting guidelines for

such programs.

Since Feldstein '·s report, the CSWE has fomulate4 such

I

I

I

I
l

guidelines in The Col'l!!lUilitv Services Technician:
Degree Programs in

~he

Guide for Associate

Co!mltmity and Social Services (1970).

·The Sncyclonedia of Social York

~ASW,

1977: 297).mentions two

models for the developnent of education for social work

~t.different

l

levels.

I

tages of these models are reflectt;!d in the "vocational" ·and. 11 genera111

l

educational nodels that are discussed in the next section of this

I
l

••

One is a series of autonomous levels and the other is a con-

tinuum with iiiikages betveen the levels·.

The advantages and disadvan:....
.

c~ap-

ter.
'r.:o Cu"RRICULUM

~ODELS

Two curriculum models dominate the literature on community college
prograns

in

the

hu~n

services.

They are

ref~rred

to as general or

specific, professional or technical, transfer or vocational.
of

e~ch

of

th~se

The first

pairs is seen as a broad background serving many pur-

poses and opening nany options; the second is intended to train the
stutlent in specific job skills.
These two types of curricula are conceptual nodels.

They are pure

types that are not necessa~ily followed in actual hu~an services c~rricula.

Most often, a curriculum has elements of both models.

ever, the mix varies greatly

~nd

How-

the two models provide an :lr.lportant

basis 'for analysis and understanding of a given curriculum.

12 .

. Soc.ial Work Education.

Expanding the focus from community college

education to.education for all of social work, there

ar~

"linkage between

levels" and ''autonomous levels" models for relationships between AA,
BA, MSW, and DSW (NASW, ·1911: 297).

The general-pro-fessional-transfer·

AA model.is suited to link with BA programs while the specific-technical-.
vocational AA model offerS""an autonomous, terminal degree.
The profession. of social YOrk is represented by. the NASW.
cs~ra

ac~reditation

has authority for

of institutions that educate social

.

.

.

~fAS~-1

workers.· In 1973;. the

e~ucation

.

·.accepted ".aides". and· ·~techrticians" as .members

of the social work profession (NASW, 1977: 1060) •
no formal

The

requirements.

~ide

positions have.

Technician positions have require-

nents of AA degrees.in. social welfare or BA degrees in other fields.
Though certain
profession~,

their

"~echnicians".
ed~cational

are· now members of the social work

institutions are not subject to accre-

ditation by· the CSWE, as was discussed in the last section.
The influence of the CSWE on community college programs is thus
one of

recom~endation

and advice, not enforcement.

T~e.community

vary widely in progral:'.s and adherence to CSHE guidelines.
guidelines
with

c~ll for~

~ocational

general

progra..'1\S in

~ode~

hu~~n

of education.

colleges

CSWE (1970)

Connnunity colleges·

services such as Clackamas place more

enphasis on preparation· for local employment opportunities that on
identifying themselves with the social work prQfession.
Individual

hu~an

.services programs at
community .colleges have
.
'

options in their degree of alignment

~th

the profession of social work.

The professio~ of ·social work has· opti~ns in how much it invests in
developing AA degree programs.

Alvin Schorr (1966:. 2) points to two

direct-ions social work can ta~e: improve elite education or improve

·13

the profession's overall quality.includinr,

11

nonprofessionals 11 •

He

favors the latter course.
General Model
The categories of general, professional> ~d trffllsf~i;- have been
.•

•••

-:·. ....... .. • • •

• ..... ·- •. · ........ - • -

..... - • .!.

•'

••

•

identified together. · 1-lhile describing a carnm.on approach, each of these·
~ords

describes different emphasis of a

p~ogram.

The Encyciopedia of Social l·7ork (NASW, 1977: .1062) describes a

l·

. pro.f~ssiona.l:. educ~ti0n as oi;ie that invoives theory, v~lues ~ .methods

and knowledge.

A professional AA degree program.has the. same eleaents

as a professional program at the BA, MSW, and DSW levels.

At each

succeeding level, these·conponents are more fully .developed.

A transfer

progra~

is oriented toward enabling the AA degree stu-·

dent to transfer to a four-year institu.tion
in~

toward

~he four-yea~

degree.

the transfer student have

r

nodel suggests.

~ore

wit~

maximum credit apply-

The CSWE (197.0:. 24) recommends
that
.
~

transferable courses than their general

This general nodel already calls for seventy-five

per.cent transferable c~edit for all students (CSl-lE, 1970: 19).
Edward Brawley

(1~75:

ia.list -- a person who
eral different
a Reneral

sk~.lls

educatio~

7) describes a generalist as "a non-spec-

.~evotes

himsel·f to, or is

o.r fields."

convers~nt

,.,ith,, sev-

The prep~ratic:>~ of a generalist is

rather than one that emphsaizes a specific field

or n'ethod.
· A general oodel

incl~des

generalist ·approach is the
services

progr~"ns (Bra~ley

professional and transfer aspects.

~ominant

and

one in

Schin~l.er,

comm~ni~y

1972: 13).

college

A

human

It has the

'
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following advantages (Brawley, 1975):
1)

A broad educational baclcground allows students options

both in academic fields and in human services work.

i

I
I

Avail-

ability of these options is referred to as vertical and
hori~o~tal

mobility (Soong, 1971: 7).

of knowledge and

sk~lls· (Br~wley,

The quick obsolescence

1975: 82) in the present

United.States society increases the

~alue

of a broad back-

l·
ground.
2)

Development of values and attitudes as well as skills and

knowledge allows more

cornplet~

growth of students' multi-

faceted abilities.
3)

Development of. values, attitudes, skills and kn-0wledge

prepares

a student for integrated, non-routine, non-aliena-·

ting work.
A general program usually includes studies of human growth, human
. behavior and interpersonal relationships.

It also includes field work

early in the sequence of courses to allow students to make practical
application of more academic courses.
Feldstein (1969), CSWE (1970), Reissman (1971), Soong (1971),
Svift. (1971) and Brawley (1975), all advocate a general curriculum.
S~"ift's

career nodel curriculur:t both prepares graduates for-employ-

nent and gives credit for two of the traditional four college· years.
l!o~ever,

Swift also emphasizes the' importance of the needs of a com-

nunity and the resources of ·a particular college in developing a
curriculutn.

A comr.tunity coil~ge must set' priorities -- it cannot of fer

everything.

-An alternative to the general model· is the vocational

··l.
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vhich is discussed next.·
Vocatio~al

Model

The·ca~egories

of specific,

related l:n human services

technic~~

M degree

and vocational are closely
6~

Brawley (191?f

p:rograms.

notes

that the term "technician" dominates the literature ~n differential°
tlanpcn.,er utilization.

He defines technician as "a p~rson who has ~c-

quired a technique or a specialized skill or
of a practical or scientific subject."'

The

w~o

has special knowledge

term is·borrowed from

medical and engineering professions where a technician does routine
work at clearly delineated tasks.
1

Gord.on Hamilton (1957: 2) introduces the idea of a social work
technician.

.

. I
I
l

She .defines a technician as a "person with a trained skill

·or cluster of skills for a specific purpose," and rec~mmends an analysis
of social work functions to·determine those appropriate for technicians.

Her

.

conc~pt

.

does have general aspects as she recommends.technicians

develop "professional kn6wledge not only of many processes but of ·principles and basic methods trl.thin which specific skills or techniques
are used."
The.advantages of technical training are:·
1)

such ·training can produce a high ·cO!llpetency in a narrow,

well-defined field, thus preparing a ·student for a job in
such a field.
2)

techµical training, especially.experiential.training,

be nore acceptable to students who are not
or have poor

acad~t!!ic

skills •.

academic~lly

~ay

oriented

•

l
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Program Emphasis
Martha Bums, in her report "New Careers in lluman Services: A
Challenge to the Two-Year College" (1971: 12).presents three schools
of thought on community college
to the

I
r.
1.

tl~o

~uman

models under.discussion.

1)

exp~riential

3)

an eclectic approach.

services curricula that relate

The schools of thought emphasize·

learning,-2) ·liberal-arts or general education,- and
Most programs have an eclectic approach

but vary widely in the emphasis on eiperiential/technical and on liberal
arts/general.education.

The

importance of general or technical emphasis

for nobility in careers is considered in the follawing section.
NEW CAREERS

~m

UPWARD MOBILITY

Philip Priestley (1975: 124),an English writer, discusses the
"!

rationale and promise of new careers.
rationale is. to solve two

proble~s:

He explains that the basic
1)

all modern industrial

soc~

ieties have a pool of people who are socially and economically disadvantaged~

They are poor because they lack work·.

2)

education and welfare agencies have chronic manpower
their services for this pool of disadvantages people.

health,

sho~tages

in

The new careers

approach attempts to solve both these p.roblems by recruiting the poor.
for hunan ·services.work•

The poor are thought to be expecially appro-

priate to this work ~ecause they have ~xperience and insight into the
problems of the disadvantaged (Priestley, 1975: 12·4) •
.Priestley formulat~s· the pro~ise of new carrers in six categorie8:.
1.
l
l.

ij.

2.

~ncome for the.poor
work for the unemployable

.·
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3.
4.

5.
6.

status ~scalat:i.on. for ___ sti"s;m8tized
J:?anpO".,,er for the human Sf!rvices
qualitative transfomation of social work
a revolution in ~raining design and method
..

OppQrtunity for upward mobility is perhaps
.

progr8m$.

.

It is assumed that education

and income increases depend on it.

~he

cornerstone·of these

.

aid~

mobility, because status

Pearl states: ·

true Nev Careers program attempts to.be open-ended; here
persons can attain the highest position~ while renaining
on the job and receiving credits for work experience, life.
experience, and an academic experience that·is provided
to the paraprofessionals in their work or conmunity settings.

A

Evaluation of New Careers·
The federal New

Care~rs

Program was created by the Scheuer Ar.lend-

~ent to the Economic .O;>portunity Act of 1966 (National Committee on
l·

E!:iplo~ent

of ~outh, 1972: I-1).

This program of.fered assistance toward

1·
I

I

I

an AA degree.

By 1972 the National Committee on Employment of Youth

!

had t~is bleak·~icture:to draw

of the New Careers Program:

The nost obvious flaw in this program is that no ~ployer
has-decided what value to place on the associate degree
once received; .ther~ are few career ladder steps that
specify it.
With scarcely any exceptions, employers of human service
workers set the baccalaureate degree.as minimum requ~re
ment for career advance:aent.
They [~tew Careers participants] have developed new capa-

bilities and self-estee~, and then discovered that their
"New Career" is only a bitter myth,.
..
This assessment

-of·~e~ Care~rs

is also an assessnent of the value

l

I.

of hlFlan services AA degrees

ge~erally..

This evaluation coincides

1·

with- the opinions of Clackamas County human services agency directors
in

~{arsha ~farzano"s

th~t:

(1977 ~ 13) recent

stu~y.

These directors stated

.t

/'
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Human Service Spe.cialists [nonp,rofessionals] are val'
uable
and.very needed but they do not earn enough, and
need additional college education towards.a [four-year]
degree (along with job.related. training) aie to the
fact ~hat it is very difficult for.speciaiists to compete in the job market.
Class Tracking
Charles Grosser

(1969~

136) reports that upward mobility among

non-professionals is haphazard.

Wolfe

They depict the higher

system in the United States as track- ·

e~ucation

~nd

Karabel go a step

ing- students according to their social class.

fu~ther.

Karabel (1974: 14) states

"Studies of the community college's ~~~i:a~. <:~~os~.tio~· l~a~~--.~~~~l~.
doubt that it is the botton rung of a class-based
higher education."

Wolfe (1971:24) states:

track~ng

system in

"The "problem" of the commun•

ity colleges, then, if not that they .are impoveris~·ed (which many are),
I

i'

'.

but that they channel .students into dead-end streets simply because
of their social backgrc:>und."
Wolfe (1971: 24) describes a three-track social system with each

track having its own educational channel:
1.

upper ~iddle class children and the brightest from
lower classes go to high prestige four-year universities oriented to graduate school and research .

2.

middle class children and the ~rightest from the
working class' go to four-year.undergraduate colleges
oriented towa.rd liberal arts an~ education ·

3. working clasa children go to community colleges oriented
toward local industry
Karabel (1974: 14)'relates that:

i.

"Christopher Jencks and David

Riessman describe the community college not as

an

alternative path

to

l

the top for individuals., but

ra~her

a safety valve releasing pressures

that night otherwise disrupt the dominant system."

This perspective

views co.t'!'!l'lunity colleges.as· serving universities rather than local
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students.
Th~

Two

Curriculu~

Models

Reichert contrasts the general and vocational.curriculum models
as having long-range vs. short-range objectives ~or the student.

\.

vocational t!lodel is geared for the short-range objective of preparing
the student for a specific type of job.

I

The -

The general model has long-

range objectives of preparation for· a v~riety of jobs .and/or further
education (Reichert, 1970: 39).
It should be pointed out at this point that curricula.vary in two
related dimensions. (Swift, 1971: 13).
they are vocational.

~

j' ~ •

~

'"

The first is the degree that

:

-pie general and vocational

L

~ode1~

~egree.

poles of this dimension. 'The second dimension is the
ialization within a field that curricula contain.

are contrasting
of spec-

As specialization
1

increases, types of jobs that a student is ~repared for become more -_

li:tited.

Hence,

is con$idering an
vocational

speci~l~zation

unspec~alized

curriculu.~

limits horizontal mobility.
general curriculum and a

Reichert

spec~alized

in his discussion of long-range and short-range

student.objectives related in the preceding paragraph •.
The nobility ideal of new careers is best served by the unspecialized general curriculum__r.?odel because it opens more horizontal and .
vertical options.

Hu~.a.~

services agencies of fer little opportunity for

adv2nce.r:lent to the holder of an AA d'egree.
described by Wolfe, the.general

curric~lum

fron the lower track to the upper tracks.

i.

In the educational system
model allows more noveIJent

t ..

.

'
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Curriculum developMent·is the main subject area remaining to be
discussed.

Before approaching this area, it will be helpful to

duce the types

o~

intro~

students· for whom human. services AA curricula are

de-w:eloped, the students who· attend co11tc1Unity college hur.ian services _prograns.
CSHE has a brief description· and Joan Swift a more detailed one
types of students typically found in comr.n?nity colleg~s:

of

CSWE (1970: ·18) .

states:
kinds of students find the co?'!U!\unity and social services
attractive. To members of ethnic minority groups and
the. educationally disadvantaged it has a special· appeal because
of its potentials for helping in social change. Other potential students include youths and adults, holders· of high school
diplonas and those without; men and women already working in
social welfare settings and seekinr, advancement; women.pre- .
paring to enter or re-enter the job market, perhaps after their
children have reached school age.

~!any

progra.~

.

'

Swift (1971: 16) lists three major groups of students that enroll in"
co:-:;iunity college
1.

hu~an

services curricula: .

The recent high school graduate.
uates, a desire to

e~ter

Among high school grad-

worlt rapidly from interst or

f rorn economic need of ten differentiates the community

I·

college

I

stu~ent

from the university student.

Inadequate

performanc·e· .to enter a four-year college is another separating criterion.
2.

The second careerist.

A.woman who has raised a family

night turn to the cot"".I'tunity colleg~
field.

training in another

Any adult seeking. a mo.re satisfying job might enroll,

frequently as a part-time student.
e~ployed

for

An adult who is already

in a human service job and is comfortable

the field can develop.

~ith

!·.

:.
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.3. ·The new careerist.

The new careerist, found in federal

.

.

programs such as Head Start and Model Cities, attends a
human services progrm:l as in-service training for his· job.
Time-release is granted for _such· tr,aining and an explicit
.career ladder is offered.
Curriculum Development
Swift (1971: 16) presents· the following considerations ·involved in
choosing or developing a hUt.:an services curriculum for a community
college:

1.

?-'he requirements of a new program on.tbe.college·tllUst be
made explicit.
se~ces,

2.

Changes may effect curriculum, ··student

faculty selection and

facilities~

The three student types.typically found in human services
prog_rams (p. 20) should be accomodated in tems of interest:·, avaiiable hours.

3.

Co~perative

prograrmdng should be negotiated.with senior

colleges in the co!!!mUnity.
.co~unity

colleges in their

training; others look to

Some senior colleges prefer
are~s

communi~y

to provide vocational
colleges to carry the

bulk of all freshmen and sophomore educational requirements.

4.

~encies

that are potential employers of program graduates

are perhaps

~he

most il!lportant segment of the community

to be served.
5.

Both horizontal and upward advancement are
. factors.

inportan~

No students should .be ,.'dead-ended". by their par-

··
';

.

~

ticipation in training, nor should students be limited to
their o"t-m cor::iunity Yhen they graduate·.
....
r

-.

...
••'!'

••'

~\ ··~ :: • ".! ...~· •

........

•
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.The needs of agencies for trained personnel, of students for local
jobs, and of students for horizontal
with each other at tines.
~ust

a,n~

upward advanceraent may conflict

The resolution of how these needs are met

be ·decided by each· individual college.

The resulting c~rricula ·

vary ·on the ·two d.Lrnension-s of the degree they are vocational and the
special~zed.

degree they are

These two dimensions are important.in
.. '
~

the discussion

~f

curriculum content bel0l1.

CurriculU!l Content
Several ~riters have developed a core of subject a~eas for human
service curricula.

Ednan and Collins (1975: 22) base a·core of courses

. on hu.~an behavior.

Kassel (1972: 1) su~geAtS a core curriculum cover-

.

.

.·i

ing the following three components:

j
i

1.

relevant to all human service occupations

2.

s~ecif ic

3.

specific to actual job

S~ong's

!I

to a field of work

(1971: 19) core curriculum.includes courses in:

1) intro-

duction to hunan service co:-:imunitv resources, 2) techniques of organ.

.

• J

•

.

izing and decision r.akinp., and 3) communications in human services.
Brawley and

Schi~dler

(1972: 19) report that most programs in. their

survey of 144 comr.mnity·colleges emphasized human growth, hunian behavior
. and interpersonal relations.
Chen~ult

and Hernis· (1976: 19) present a "Content Model for Human

Se!'vices Eoucation ,'' which

education

includin~

is nennt to· apply to all human services

M-prograrns.

They have identified three cajor

subject areas, each of which has several ninor areas within it:

1.

"The ·coT.;:tunity" includes Human Service Syster.is, .Com~unity
Developnen·t, Conmunity Organization.

This section· is a general

r

23.

backr,rounc that can serve as a base for specialized leaming.
"Cli~ge Processu includes Program Planning and Developr.ient,

2.

Program

~fanatze=:e:J,t

and concepts.

and Administration, and

This section refers to

Sy~tems

Theories

orgnnizatio~al

and systems

"change.

3.

1

"llelp..:.giving" ·~"'\eludes P~eve~tion, Support Sy~tems~ .and Inter-

personal Relations.

Various levels of giving

h~lp

are covered

in this section.
The curricula outlined above can vary along both general/vocationai
· a.,d unspecialized/s~ecialized dinensions.

Martha Burns (1971: 19)_

.provides criteria to distinguish curricular er.tt»hases that are
p=iate to the general and vocational
1.

General

curricula~

appro~

models:

E~ucation

7o.;..~nz general acaderaic and occupationally related ·acader:iic ·
30""".'10~

2.

skill theory a:id technique, practicum

r.eneral-Speci~lized

50-707, general acader.ic and related

50-30: skill/practict.c1
~.

Spec:f.alized Education

25-50%

genera~

acadenic and related

75-SOZ skill/practicum
4.

Laboratory-PracticU!:l
0-25% general

~ca<leoic

and related

75-100~~ skill/?racticurn · .

Burn' s use of the ten ''s!>ecialized" is

~quiyalent

to "vocational'' as

vocational has been csed to.describe a curriculum model in this chapter.
These terms vary

~~o~g

Ytiters in the

~ield.

f
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A definition of hu~an services was adopted for this practicum that

relates hunan services to the profession of social work and focuses on
the personal social services.

It was noted that AA degree programs in·

hu~an seivices could be linked with BA progr~ms or could s~rve a~ auto-.

no?:!ous,· terminal preparation •.
Two curriculum models, thei genral· and the voc~·tional,. vary in
linkage with nA
l
l.
I
i

is nore

progra~s

co~atible

The general model

vi.th the new careers ideal of developing advancement

opportunities.
Local.agencies,
adva~ceraerit

I.

and job skills preparation.

ty~es

of students, senior colleges and ·career

are all i.r:l9ortant factors in developing an AA curriculum.

There are numerous formulations of a core for human services curricula
and they can vary in
di:Jensions~ ·

~~neral/vocational

and unspecialized/specialized
'

.

CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTIQ~

An empirical

study.~as

odology of this study,

done as part of this practicum •. This

~ubject

chapter describes how the

OF RESEARCH

includi~g

was-chosen and the

purpos~

and aeth-

the questionnaire that was used as

the instrument.

CHOICE OF TOPIC
Faculty in the CCC Human Services Department suggested a·number
of potential·

rese~rch

topics.

Their suggestio!ls were aimed. at broad-

ening the information base available for program planning in the Human
Services

nepart~ent.

Two

of

the topics considered were the.following:

1) student follow-ups; and 2) student characteristics and attitudes.
The first study would have provided information on output (graduates)
of the Hu:rt;in Services progrmn, the .second on input and process.
~~iter d~cided

This

the follow-up study was premature because the Hunan

Services Department began in 1975 and bas only a small number of graduates.

The second study vas

unde~taken.

Its purpose and methodology.

are de·scribed belov.

PURPOSE
The purpose of ·this enpirical study is .. to p·rovide and interpret
l.
l
I'

l

j

quantitative info!n9.ation~on student characteristics and attitudes in
the·ltunan Services progra!:t.

This information is intended for use by

faculty, administrati'on.and advisory groups for

us~

cula and student recruitment for the Human Services

in planning curriDepart~ent.
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DesiRn

Qu~stfonnaire

Because of time considerations and the geographic
students during the sum.,er, a

~ailed

dispersio~

of

questionnaire was chosen as the

instrument for·data collection.
A series of discuss~ons were held with faculty and administrative

staff of the Human Services Department on the content of the proposed
questionnaire.

A student profile was desired, including the charac-

teristics of age, sex, iaarital status, number. of children living at home,
experience in

~ajor

in which students

field, educational background, and the type.of area

pr~ferred

to live. ·

Faculty and adt!dnstrators ,were also interested in why students
were

co~ing

to the

Hu.?lan

Services program and which students were

coning for what reasons.

Curriculurn satisfaction was a third area of

interest.
This writer located a nucber of community college follow-up studies·
with help fro!1 Dennis !Ioffnan at the Office of Institutional Research

at Portland State Uniyersity.

Questions in most of the above areas

were found and used, often with some modification.

The studies that

were utilized are "Student Follow-Up Study" of Maryland Cornmunit:f Colleges

(1975) and "Former Student Questionnaire" of Kalamazoo Valley. Corncunity
College (n.d.).
are:

"~efore

New questions that were inspired by these studies

entering, hot-7 did you hear of CCC?

(a~d.~other's) occupation?

ation level?
CCC?''

What is your father" s

What is your father's (and mother's) educ-

l1hat Yas your.approximate household incom'i!! while attending

.

~

! ..
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Ratings of student goals were used to obtain information of why
students were attending the prograr.i.

A similar rating scale was used

for curriculum ·satisfaction.
Pre-tests with CCC students were done on two drafts of the. questionnaire before the final draft was written.
has three sections:

The final questionnaire

1) student characteristics, 2)

goal~

at entry to

CCC, and.3) curriculun s~tisfaction (Appendix A is. a copy of th~ ques-.
tionnaire) •. Cross-tabulation and

correlat~on,

.·

done.by computer, allow

nore specific analysis of which students have what goals, how curriculum
satisfaction is linked to goals,- and what types of students have what
levels of satisfaction

~-ith

the curricula.

The questionnaire was nailed ·in August, 1977 to the fifty-two

·.

studen_ts who enrolled in H~an Services classes in the spring term of
1977.

Follow-up· phone calls and mailed reminders encouraged partici-

pation •. A total of

th~rty-two

students responded, giving a

sixty~

two percent response rate.
The ccc· Sample and a Yational Survey
In 1971, Rubin Schindler (Brawley and Schindler, 1972: SO) conducted a comprehensive .survey of community college social service·progrru:ts in

th~United

States.

He received demographic data representing

more than 7,000 students from 133 institutions.

Response~

from insti-

tutions totalled 144.
.

.

Both Schindler's national study· and the CCC sample showed students
to be predot1inantly fe~aie,

While CCC respondents are two-thirds .

female, the national group was three-quarters female.

The dominant

institut_ional purpose aoong the national group of colleges was prepara-.
tion for employment.

This corresponds to the· highest rated goals

a~ong

1
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CCC respondents:

1)

to·L~prove

job skills, and 2) to establish job

There trJas some discrepancy in racial representation nationally

contacts.
and at CCC.

~·!hile

black students composed twenty-nine percent of the

national sample, none of the CCC students· is black.
Validity.and Reliability
Face validity of responses is supported by the prior use of rnany_ of
the questions in other studies, reports of clarity on pre-tests and
a?parent understandin~ of the final questionnaire.

The sixty-two percent

.of questionnaire recipients who responded may form a biased sample of.
the

popu~ation

to whora questionnaires were mailed.

A common bias re-

sults froo the.tendency of respondents to have a more favorable attitude

toward a prograr.i than·non-respondents (Thornley,
nay make the

able than
·extarnal

if

curriculu~

This tendency

satisfaction ratings for respondents more

would be for the population.

vali~ity,

~917).

fn~or

Any such bias limits the

or generalizability, of the data.

Rel:f.ability is a r:?easure of whether results can be replicated.

As the quastionnaire has been used one time only, reliability cannot
be

clet:e~ined.

Linitations of Study
The

CCC

Hu~an

infomatio~

Services

in this study is linked to decision-makers in the

progra~

because faculty and

were involved in designin~ the research.

nakers should lead to results
~ight

th~t

ad~inistrative

staff

Participation of decision-

are useful to them.

However, results

have been more useful if the research were focused on particular

decisions that needed to be made.

·F...a~h

item of data could then have

been chosen according to its relevance for a particular. dec.ision.

I

t

C!LA\PTER IV

AMALYSIS OF DATA

Four types of analysis were conducted by computer on the data· from
a~alysis,

3)

correla~.

the returned .,questionnaires:

1) tally, 2) factor

tion and 4) cross-tabulation.

This chapter discusse's: the results. t>f ·each

of these types of analysis.

TALLIES
The siJitplest process for analyzing questionnaire data is tallying
the responses to each item.

t"ho are .the students, why do they come· to

CCC, and how do they rate the program?

Tallies of characteristics,

goals and curricultml

sati~faction ~esponses

provide composite

to these questions.

For example, respondents were sixty-six percent

~nswers

wonen and thirty-four· percent nen, "To improve my job skills" was ~he

highest rated goal, -arid "Specialty courses" was the highest rated aspect·
of the programs.·
Findings from the tally data are presented and interpreted in a
description

o~

a typical human services student and a series of tables

and discussions in the.following pages.
Student Characte.ristics: A Renresentative Portrait. A representative
~

Human Services student can· be created
to each iten on

percentage in
istic.

chara~teristics.

parenthes~s

Mean values are

follows them.

of

g~ven

I

q.:y

taking the most. ·cor.unon responses

The following portrait gives the

re~pon~ents

who fit -each stated

charact~r-

for continuous variables and no percentage

f
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·The tynical Hur.1an · Servic~s student ·is a thirty-five year old married.

(53) wocan (66) whose najor.is in.Developmental Disabilities (33).

She

has no children.at home (56). and presently lives in Milwaukie (29) though
she would prefer to live in a small

to~

or rural area (75).

une!:tployed (39) and.attending CCC full-time ·(72).
is under $5,000 (55).

Her

She is

ho~seho14 ~~CQ~~

She.has comi>leted. four terms in.her major, has

not yet received a Certificate or AA degree
support to pay for her education (47).

(~O)

and receives agency

She has no previous

(78) or paid (59) work experience in the filed of her major.

voluntee~

She is not

handicapped, according to Oregon State law (91).
l!er father works (or worked)° at skilled or unskilled labor (55) and
co~Dleted
a

nine or less grades in school (41).

Her mother is (or "was)

foll-tir.ie parent (43) and graduated from high school (39).
Before· entering, she heard about CCC from a friend or acquaintance:C_56).
Distribution by Sex.

Table· I (page .31) shows that approximately

tw.;o-thirds of the respondents are

w~men~

The enrollMent differential of respond~nts by sex could have ·im- ·
lic~tions.

for recruitment strategies.

needed on reasons

Residence

f~r

However, more information is ·

this differential.

~~~·

There is a sharp contrast between the present

residence~ and the preferred (~ee Table II, page 31). The strong pr~f erence for rural areas sugge~t opportunities for developing courses

I

with an emphasis on rural areas and human services practice appropriate

Ii

to them.

-.
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTim; OF

.1IU~1A..~ SERVIC~S RESPmmENTS

·SEX

i

.'HUMBER

BY SEX

.·PERCEHT

Male

11

34

Fer!lale

21

66

"' .

·-

Total

32

100

TABLE II
PRESEIT A:!D PR!FaRED

R~SIDENCE

tOCATIONS .

OP Btr.-W ·.SER.VICES
"RESPONDENTS
.
.
.. ,.

.

IrrYPE

OF

l.OCAT~~~.
I

t

turban

.lc20,ooo
I

& over)
.'

!Rural

l<und~r 20,000)

.
I

I

f

Total

Student Status.

:i
;??~SEIT P~SIDENCE

I
I
•
I

·I

I
t

II
:

l

i.

l

I

RESIDE~CE

LOCATIO?t

Number

Percent

70

8

25

30

23

75

I 100

31

100

t Percent

I

22
10

32

II
I
'

Table III (page 32) shows that almost three-

quarters of the respondents are full-time

l

PREFERRED

LOCATIO~l

~tr.!~er

I•

.

student~.

3.2

TABLE III
PR!}t\~Y

STUDEST STATUS OF

RESPo:mE:.~TS

STUDf:~T

UHILE AT.rENDIHG CCC

STATUS

Full-time
(twelve or more credits
per term)
Part-ti!:le
·(less than twelve credits
per tern)
Total

A. part of the
is

Uu~an

SERVICES

HUMA.~

NUMBER

PERC:fil1T

23

72

9

23

32

100

Services program, called supplementary vocational,

at part-time students who are working in.the human services

ai~ed

field and who

~ish

to develop their skills and career potential.

Offering

transfer courses in this area would add to 'the advancer.tent opportunity
presented

a.~d ~ight

increase the number of part-time students.

Previous work in field of major. A majority of respondents have
not· had previous paid w9_rk in their field.
volunteer work experience.
~~on~

Three-quarters have not had

However, the mean a'ilount of experience

those who have had paid experience is over two years (56 months)

and the

~ean

for those with volunteer experience is close to three

years (68 ·months).
resource

for

This·experience represents an important educational

Human Services pr_o~ra'ns. - It can be tapped in class dis-

cuss ions, presentations and informal interaction.

However, there should

not be expectations of experience for the majority of students.
\
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Handicapped ~tudents.

~ine percent (three in number) of the

respondents are handicapped and all nine pe.rcent responded that their
handicaps were influential on their choice of a major.

While more.

inforr.iation is needed on. the nature of this influence, this finding
sugges·ts. that there may be demand .for Human Services courses anong ,
handicapped people.
Publicitv.
I

Table IV, below, indicates that a friend or acquain-

tance was the outstanding source for students' first hearing of CCC.

i

1.

TABLE IV
HUMA.'l SERVICES

RESPO~DENTS

SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE

OF CCC BEFORE ENTERING

r
I

I

.

-

S.ource of Kncr-•.lledge

Number
Affirmative

Percent
Affirmative

18

56

Radio

2

6

TV

1

3

newspaper

2

6

Counselor (High School)

0

0

Teacher (High School)

1

3

4
8

13
25

:

''

Friend or acquaintance

Agency
Other a

.

'

'.

.

.

·a'.-Other'1 responses liere varied.· Most of ·them did not
identify sources of knowledge. For example, one response
written in was. ·'.'.Long-term resident of Clackamas County." •

The strength of :friends or acquaintances as sources of knowledge about CCC and the· weakness .of the other sources may indicate

a

lack of publicity about· the Human Services program.

A recruitnent

t

I
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effort might increase publicity by use of radio, TV, newspapers, ~igh

1

'1

school counselors and teachers.
Parents'

Education/Stude~ts'

I"

.

Income.

I

-Three-quarters of respon-

dents' mothers (seventy-four percent) and a majority of respondents'

;.:
(1

)'

1

fathers (sixty percent) have no more than a high school education.
Many students are therefore attaining a higher level of education than
their pa~ents.

Upward nobility is likeiy an important· motivation for

This motivation would be reinforced by the low inco~e level of

the?:'.!.
l

I

nost respondents.

The majority of respondents (fifty-five:percent)

~

0

~~

~

J.'

f

1
~

J~

~
Ii

~
(,

have a househo14 income of under $5,000, even though most are married

»~·1

;1

and most are working full (thirty~f ive percent) or part (twenty-six

..J':
..~

percent) time.

f..

Low incone level would also be a motivation for job

skills development.

·j

'.1

:4
.J

Sunn3rv.

The above discussion of findings suggests the following

·.,1

ft~

....
\

i:.

·~

as possible actions:.·

~-

J

1.

Develo~

courses related to rural areas

~
~

~

2.

Of fer courses with transfer credit
e~:perience

3.

Utilize student

4.

Increase ' oublicitv
.

5.

Emphasize preparation for both eMployment and upward

,

in courses

-

r.tobility.
Student· Goals
Table V ranks ten _student goals in the order of importance to
respondents.

~

··.::

.::
&

·~~

'

;·~
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TABLE V
RATr;cs OF . !'1PORT~·?CE
~tIRY

OF

STtIDE~TS

BY HU!-f..A}-t SERVICES

GOALS AT

~ESPONDENTS

!-tEAN

RAT INGA

GOAL

1.7

To inprove ny job skills

~-fiddle

Lo~-;est

j.

I

t

NUMBER
30
~

To e~tablish contacts in my field
for help with findin·g a job.

2.1

31

To get an AA degree

2.4

32

To get a certificate

2.5

31

To discover ny vocational
interest
·

2.7

30

To gain self-confidence

2.8

32

To inprove skills for use in
daily life (other than a job)

2.9

32

To get counselinp. in f indin~ a job

3.2

31

To ~eet ~cade~ic requirements
necessary to transfer to a rouryear :!.ns t.i tu tion

3.8

30

To beccne actively involved in
stude~t life and campus activities

4.6

-31

l

1

1
I

aA 1. 0 to 5. 0 scale is used to coM.pute these. r.1ean ratings.
1. 0 is "very i~f)ortant" arid :5~'0 is "not i111portn.nt. 11
Job s!=.i.11 improve::ent and developing contacts for finding a "job are
the r.ost i:-1portnnt
T!1e low

r~ting

~oals,

<5iven

which is appropriate for vocational curricula.

tra~sterrin?. r.tay

acknowledge the lack of opportunity

·for transfer fro~ the vocational program.
~f

interest in

tr~nsfcrrin~.

It may or May not indicate lack

'
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Prn~r~~

Satisfaction

Eight aspects of Hunan Services proRrams are ranked in order of

satisfaction as perceived by respondents in Table VI, below.

I

TABLE VI
OF

R..\T~GS
Hm--~:

Satisfaction

PRO~~

SATISFACTION BY

SERVICES RESPmmENTS

Mean
Ratinga

Aspect of Program

Numb ex

Specialty courses (e.g. DD,
Azing)

1.8

28

Accessibility of instructors
in specia.lty courses

1.9

31

Access to· desired specialty
course

1.9

28

Support courses (e.g.
Science)

2.0

24

2.1

28

2.2

28'

2.2

25

2.6

27

~fork

~{iddle

W~iti~g,

Experience

Practicum
Access to
courses

des~red

support

Organization of e~periences practicu::i,.vork experience and
courses · ·

~owest

aA 1.0 to S·.O scale is used to compute these tnen~ ratings.
1. 0 is "very satisfied'' and 5. 0 is "very uns!ltisfied."

Specialty courses re·ceived the highest rating, and t_here were no
extre~ely

low mean carks.
gen~rally

Organization was the lowest with 2.6.

re~pondents

are

curriculu~.

which supports continuing present practices.

The

satisfied.with the listed aspects of the
However.

alternatives to present organization of experiences might be explored.
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FACTOR ANAL"LSIS

Factor analysis was used on the ratings of the ten goals
on the questionnaire.
variables to the

'1969: 542).

list~d

This process reduces the relationship of the

r~lationship

of fewer casual factors (Sokal and Rohlf,

The following four groups of goals each have a common

causal factor.

The title given each group is an interpretation of what

the col'lmlon factor is.

The factor score is given in parentheses and

represents the strength of the relationship of the goal to the underThese four factors offer a summary of important goals

lying factor.
to respondents.

A.

Goal-Finding_
To get a certificate (.54)
To discover my vocational interest (.75)
Tp become actively involved in ·student life.and
canpus activities (.7)
*To r,ain self-confidence (.83)
To get counseling in finding a job (.70)
To establish contacts in my field for help with finding
a job (.49)

i

I.I
n.

Skill

Develop~ent

*To improve my job skills (.84)
To improve skills for use in daily life (other than a
job) (. 82)
C.

Job Development
*To get an AA degree (.88)
To.get counseling in finding a job (.51)
To establish contacts. in my field.for help with finding
a job (.4·9)

D•. Upward Mobility
Ciegative corre+ation with 11 To get a certificate") (-.48)
*To meet acadeni_c requirements necessary to transfer to
a four-y(far institution (. 84)
To establish contacts.in my· filed for help with finding
a job (.5.5)

*The asterisk signifies the
co~on.factor in each ~roup.

~oal

with the strongest relationship to the
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In each group, the goal with the stronr,est relationship to the
conmon factor was chosen.to represent the group in crosstabulations
and correlations with

de~ographic

characteristics and program satis-

faction, which are in the following ·sections.

The above factor analysis

discussion relies heavily on consultation·between Dean Clarkson (1977),
a statistician at Portland State University's Regional Research Insti-

tute, and the writer.
CROSS-TABULATIONS
Cross-tabulations were run on responses to several demographic
questions and ratings of the four representative goals chosen from
factor analysis findings and.bro measures of curriculum satisfaction.
~umbers

are too small"for a chi-square test of the significance of

differences (Koosis, 1972: 227).
CORRELATIONS
Correlations were run for age and the same four goals and two
measures of
ulations.

curriculu~

satisfaction that were used in the cross-tab-

Also, correlations were run between each of the two satis-

faction findings were found at the .10 level.

II

I

Reworded, this means

that there are no patterns linking age to goals, age to curriculum

I

I
I

i

l'
i
r

satis~action,

or goals to curriculum satisfaction that have 90 to 100

percent certainty that 'they are not attributaple to chance.
The finding that these patterns are absent means that there is a
fair degree of ~homogeneity among age groups in
satisfaction with

respe~t

to goals and

the curriculum. There is also homogeneity in curri-

culum satisfaction among respondents with different goal ratings.
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IMPLICATIO~S

FOR THE

cr.c

'lIDM.M~

SERVICES

DEPART~IBNT

This section describes· the Human Services curricula at CCC and
discusses the implications that this practicum's literature review
and research findings haye for these curricula.

Student needs for jobs

and upward mobili_ty are the focus of this discussion.

Recommendations

are nade and possible means of implementing them are suggested.
possible actions

·relatin~

in Chapter 4 (p.

3~.

Other

to curriculum and recruitment are suggested

The Clackamas Community College Catalog {1977) lists four vocational
curricula in the Human Services Department (three are presently offered.
because LTCA is suspended).

The college also offers a Social Service

transfer program which has linkage to BA programs at Southern Oregon
State Collep,e and Portland State University.
The incoming student at CCC has the option of selecting a trans-

.
i

j·

fer program or a vocational one in the human service/social service

II

area.

I

However, the student who has an immediate need for a job and

future aspirations for continuinp, his education beyond the AA level
(or the possibility of developing such aspirations), does not have an
option that neets both these needs.

Students with such ·dual needs·

. would_be prominent in each of Swift's three student types:

recent

hi3h school graduates, second careerist, and new careerist (seep. 20).
The four curricula in the CCC Human
verse.

Department are di-

Developmental Disabilties has a strong base in Education classes

related to handicapped
classes.
a

Se~vices

~ursing

p~ople.,

while the others require no Education

The new LTCA ·curricullim will be a one-year program aimed at
Hor.te Administrators' License while

~he

other programs offer

one-year Certificates and two-year AA degress (Forsythe, 1977).
Services and

Developn~ntal

Aging

Disabilities prepare students for direct

services while LTCA and CLA teach

te~hniques

of indirect services.

The three curricula presently offered are listed in the College
Catalog as vocational.
Education, and
(see P. 23).
~ing

Aging and CLA fit Burns' category of Specialized
Disabilities falls in the General-Specialized

Developme~tal

All three curricula stress Practica and Work Experience.

and CLA are

strong~st

in this area, .each requiring eleven Practicum

credits and thirty-six York Experience credits out of a total of ninetythree credits needed,for an AA degree.

Developmental Disabilities has

twelve Group Practicum credits and twenty-one Field Experience credits
out of 105 credits needed for an AA

~egree.

The p~~blem with emphasizing Work Experience and vocational classes
is that the credits they offer are of limited value.
~:ew

It was noted in

Careers and Upward Mobility (p.16) that an AA degree is a poor

basis for career advancement.
ability

of

Yet vocational emphasis limits transfer-

classes to four-year institutions.

Also, the Work Experience

enphasis weights the curricula toward specialized training in specific
job settings and limits its general applicability in human service areas.
In~erpr~tations

L~~ortance

of the empirical data in this chapter stress the

of both job ·preparation and upward nobility.

Upward mobility

is seen as important to students because of the low education level of
their parents, their

own

low level of income, and because one of the

four factor groups of goals centers in this area.

Development of job

skills and job contacts are the highest rated student goals.
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. Reconrnendations
Present curriculn offerings are well-suited ·to students interested
The ·following recommendations are aimed at

I

in specialized training.

I

increasing vertical and horizontal advancement opportunities for }Iuman

~

I
I.

Services students.
The Aging and CLA ·curricula would benefit

Curriculum options.

from offering more transfer and more unspecialized courses.

Arrangement

of sequences in human development, human behavior, interpersonal relationships and social issues (in Human Services, Psychology and/or Sociology)
could serve the dual functions of offering transfer credits and general
hunan service preparation.
Credit Arran?,ements.

Contacts should be made with.senior colleges

in Oregon to arrange for credit transfer where possible.

An exar.tple

of possible agreements ·is the tra~sfer of practicum creidts from ~t.
Hood CO!'.l!!lunity.Collecse's

~ental

Health Worker prop,ram to Portland State

University's undergraduate Social Work program.

This arrangement pro-

tects ~·1t. Hood's enroll.I!1ent by allowing transfer of practicum credit
l

o:nly on. corn?letion of the AA program (Wyers, 1977).

l

I;

Dev~loomerit

of Paraprofessional Career Opportunities.

E~ployers

benefit from AA degree programs in Human Services because a pool of

i

trained workers is

develo~ed.

r.eaningful job ladders.
gra~s

They should be asked to respond

wit~

Over time, the continuance of vocational pro-

will depend on the quality of opportunities for their graduates.

A Career

R~ployment

CoT'.U'!littee might be formed and an AA level position

created to staff the COr.t1"1ittee.
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l
I

cm: Cl.US ION

1

.l

This study has provided a review of .the literature on human services
AA degree
l
I
I

I

progra~s

students at CCC.

and analysis of data frpm a survey of human services
It is intended that the information in these two
;

t

t.

I

sections be of use to faculty, administration and advisory groups at
· CCC in planning huoan services programs.

t

This writer's analysis of

salient implications of the study for the CCC human services program

.

'

'

'

has been included to further this goal.

l

r
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APPENDIX A

Human Services Programs Questionnaire

August 1?, 1977

Dear Human Services Student,

:A questionnaire is ·enclo~ed ~ith this letter.
Your cooperation in filling it out will be very much
appreciated.
·The information gained from this questionnaire
will be used by faculty, admini·stration and advisory ·
gro~ps in ·planning for student needs in Human Services
programs at Clackamas Community College. I am working
with Pat Lantz., I.a~ry Forsythe ai:id. Jerry ·Jamison on this
project.
In addition t.o providing information to Clackamas .
Com;}mni ty College,. a report on the ques.tionnaire
results· will be par_t of my Master's thesis for the
School of Social Work at Portland State University.
;.

i
I

I
I.

I
I

l
I

The auestionnaire should not h~ve your name
· on it,· and there» will be no record associating your
name wfth your answers. Your information will be
anonymous.
There is a number on the return envelope--it
will be used only to determine who has and has not
returned the questionnaire. There will be reminders
by phone and by mail after August 25 for.those not
yet received. ·
I urge you.to fill out the questionnaire and·
return it by August 25. This study depends on a
high rate of participation.

Thank you for your time and effort.
Sincerely,

~7'~
Ken.~rice

Trailer A
.
Human Services Department
Clackamas Communjty College
19600 s. Mollala Ave.
Oregon Uiti, OR 97045

I

HUMAN SERVICES PROGRAMS SURVEY
Student Characteristics, Goals and Attitudes
MAJOR:

In which major are/were you enrolled?
a.
b.
·c.
d.
e.

(Circle one letter)

Human Services - Aging
Leadership/Administration in Human Services
Long Term Care Administration
n·evelopmental Disabilities Specialist
None of above

PERSONAL BACKGROUND
1.

Age: ·_ _ (years at last birthday)

2.

Sex:

3.

What is ·your ethnic background?
letter)
a •.
b.
c.
d.
e.

1.
t

M

F
{Circle corresponding

Native American
Asian
Black
Spanish-speaking
Caucasian

4.

Where is your current place of residence?

5.

In which type of area would you prefer to live?
(Circle corresponding letter)
a.
b.
c.

6.

Metropolitan (over 100,000)
City (20,000 - 100,000)
Town or rural .(under 20,000)

What was your educational level at entry to CCC?
(Circle on~ letter)
a..
b.
c.

d.
e.

9 or less
10-11
G.E.D.
HS Graduate
1-3 years college

'

'

7.

8.

What -J,.s/was your primary student status while
attending CCC? (Circle one)

a.

Full time (12 or more credits per term)

b.

Part time (less than 12 credits per term)

What is/was your primary employment status while
attending ~CC? (Circle one)
a.
b.
c.

9.

What is/was your approximate household income while
attending CCC?
a.
~.

c.

d.

10.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

How ~rel.were you financing your education?
(Circle as ma.ny_as apply)
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
12.

under $5,000
$5,000 - $10,000
$10,000 - $2Q,OOO
over $20,000

How many terms (min. 12 credit ·hours) have you
completed in your major?· (Circle a number)
1

11.

Unemployed
~ull time (30 hours or more per week)
Part time (less than 30 hours per week)

Job · ·
Loan
Agency support (e.g., DVR, Veterans, etc.)
Personal Savings
Support from pa~ents or relatives
Other,"please specify

~~~--~~~~~~-

Name the· .highest paid position you held in the field
of your major ·bef~re entering CCC.
Position
Monthly Pay
No position (check if applicable)

----

~~~--~~~~~

13.

How long h~d you worked· in the field of your major
when you entered CCC? ·
Years
. Months
_(paid, full time or equivalent)
Years
.. Months
(volunteer, full time or equivalent)
No work in. this field (check of-applicable

-----

14.

What is your marital status?

(Circle one)

a.

Single
Married
Separated
d ... Divorced

b.
c.
15.

How many children do you have that are living with
you?" (Circle a number)
0

16.

Are you
a.
b.

17.
I

I

~.

18.

f.
g.

h.
I

I

i
I
I
I
lt

1

i

I

I

19.

3

5

4

con~idered

6

8

7

9

handicapped under Oregon State Law?

Yes
No

Yes
No.
NoJ: handicapped

Before entering, how did you hear about CCC?
as many·as apply) ,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

I!

2

If handicapped, was your handicap a factor in choosing
your major? (Circle one)

a.
b.

!.

1

(Circle

Friend or acquaintance
Radio
TV

Newspaper·
Counselor (high school)
Teacher (high school)
Agency
Other, please specify

What is/was your father's primary occupation during
his working years?
a. Business
b. Skilled/unskilled labor
c. Clerical/Sales
d. . Social Services
e. Other professional ·

f.
g.
h.
i.

Full-time parent
Full-time volunteer
Unemployed
Other

20. . What is/was your mother's. prima·ry occupation during her
working.years?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Business
Skilled/unskilled labor
Cler.ical/ Sales
So~.ial Services
OtI:ier professional

f ·•

g.

h.
i.

Full-time paren.t
Full-time volunteer
Unemployed
Other

'

..
.

21.

What is/was your father's level of education?
(Circle one)

a.

9 or less

b.
c•
d.
e.

10 - 11
HS graduate
1 - 3 years.college
4 year college g~aduate
Graduate degree

f.

22.

What is/was your mother's level of education?
(Circle one)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

9 or less
10 - 11
HS graduate
1 - 3 years college
4 year college graduate
f.· Graduate degree

23.

Have you received a degree in Hum.an Services from
CCC? (Circle one)
a.

b.
c.

l
l

I

A.A. Degree
CerUficate
_No degree

'i

GOALS
How important to yoµ were the following goals when you entered
(Circl~

· CCC?

one

lette~

in each line.)

a) very important b) quite important c) somewhat important
d) slightly important
e) not important
a b c
To get an A.A. degree
a b c
2. To get a certificate
3 •. To discover my vocational interest ---a b c
a b c
4. To improve my job skills .------------s. To meet academic requirem.ents.necessaTy: to
a b .c
transfer to a four-year institution
6. To imporve skills for use in daily life
a b c
(other than a job) ---~-----~------7. To become ·actively involved in student life
a b c
and campus ac tivi ties · ·------------.a b" c
8. To gain self-confidence
a b c
9. To get counseling in finding a job
10. To establish contacts in my field for
a b c
help with finding a job
a b c
11. Other--------------------------------. Specify

d
d

e
e
e
e

d

e

d

e

------------·

d
d
d

e
e
e

------------

d
d

e
e

-------------------------------

1.

d

d

MAJOR

How· satisfied are/were you with the following aspects of the
program in your major.? (Circle one letter in each line)
.a)

very sa~isfied
b)
d). unsatisfied
1.

2.
3.

4.

I

s.

I

6.

I

7.

I

I
I

I

i
Ii

8.
9.

. 10.

KP/ela
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quite satisfied
c) satisfied
e) very unsa-t.isf ied

a b c d
Practicum
--------------------------a b c d
Work. experience ---------------------Speciality courses (e.g.·, Dev. Dis.
a b c d
Aging Services) -------------------a b c d
Support courses (e.g., Writing, Science)
Organization of experiences--practicum, ·
a b c .d
work experience and courses -------Accessibility. of inst~uctors in
speciality courses
---------------a b c d
a b c d
Access to desired special~ty course
Access to desired support courses
a b c d
What experience.'(courses, practicum, work exp.) do you
feel is most valuable in your major?

·-

....

-

.

What'improvemen~s

would you recommend iri_your major?

e
e

e
e

e
e
e
e

